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Abstract
The recognition of named entities is now a well-developed area, with a rangeof symbolic and machine learning techniques that deliver
high accuracy extraction and categorisation of a variety of entity types. However, there are still some named entity phenomena that
present problems for existing techniques; in particular, relatively little work has explored the disambiguation of conjunctions appearing
in candidate named entity strings. We demonstrate that there are in fact four distinct uses of conjunctions in the context of named entities;
we present some experiments using machine-learned classifiers to disambiguate the different uses of the conjunction, with 85% of test
examples being correctly classified.

1. Introduction
Initially developed as a component task in information
extraction (see, for example, (Grishman and Sundheim,
1996)), named entity recognition, whereby entities such as
people, organizations and geographic locations are iden-
tified and tracked in texts, has become an important part
of other natural language processing applications such as
question answering, text summarisation and machine trans-
lation.
Although there are reported high performance figures for
named entity recognition and classification in general1

there are some categories of named entities that remain
problematic. One such category, from a surface linguis-
tic perspective, is that ofcandidate named entity strings
that contain conjunctions. Consider the stringAustralia and
New Zealand Banking Group Limited: in the absence of
an appropriate domain lexicon, an occurrence of this string
within a document could be interpreted as either being the
name of one company, or as being a conjunction of a lo-
cation and a company name. Determining the correct in-
terpretation is clearly important for any application which
relies on named entity extraction. Mikheev et al (Mikheev
et al., 1998) suggest the strategy of examining the preced-
ing document context to identify candidate conjuncts, but
in many cases there are no antecedent mentions that can be
used in this way.
The significance of these kinds of ambiguities depends, of
course, on the extent to which the phenomenon of conjunc-
tions in named entities is widespread. From our 13000-
document Australian Stock Exchange corpus, we selected
45 documents at random; in these documents, there were
a total of 545 candidate named entity strings, of which 31
contained conjunctions. This informal sampling suggests
that conjunctions appear, on average, in around 5.7% of
candidate named entity strings; however, in some docu-
ments in our sample, the frequency is as high as 23%. These
frequencies are sufficient to suggest that the seeking of an
appropriate means of handling conjunctions is a worthwhile
and important pursuit.

1See proceedings of MUC-6, MUC-7, CoNLL-2002 and
CoNLL-2003 conferences

2. Conjunctions in Named Entities
We distinguish four categories of candidate named entity
strings containing conjunctions.2

A: Name Internal Conjunction: This category covers
those cases where the candidate named entity string
contains one named entity and the conjunction is
part of the name. Some examples from our corpus:
Dreamhaven Bedding & Furniture Limited, JB Were
& Son, Farnell & Thomas, Acceptance and Transfer
Form.

B: Name External Conjunction: This category covers
those cases where the conjunction serves to separate
two distinct named entities. Some examples from our
corpus:Hardware & Operating Systems, Dean Pyle &
Diana Helen Pyle, andEchoStar and News Corpora-
tion.

C: Right-Copy Separator: This category of conjunction
separates two named entities, where the first is incom-
plete in itself but can be completed by copying infor-
mation from the right-hand conjunct. This is perhaps
most common in conjunctions of proper names, as in
William and Alma Ford, but appears in other contexts
as well. Some examples from our corpus:Connell and
Bent Streets, Central and Eastern Europe, andVancou-
ver and Toronto Stock Exchanges.

D: Left-Copy Separator: This is similar to the previous
category, but instead of copying information from the
right-hand conjunct, in order to complete the con-
stituent named entities we need to copy information
from the left conjunct. Examples in our corpus:Hos-
pital Equipment & Systems, J H Blair Company Sec-
retary & Corporate Counsel.

2Conceptually, we might view the last two categories as sub-
types of the more general categoryCopying Separator; however,
in terms of processing, it makes sense to keep the two categories
separate.



It should be noted that categories C and D have been ex-
plored within linguistic treatments of conjunction, partic-
ularly as found in Categorial Grammar (see, for example,
(Steedman, 1985)), although linguistic analyses tend to fo-
cus on conjunctions involving common nouns rather than
proper names.
We could try to distinguish the different uses of the con-
junction by means of some heuristics. For example,
if a candidate named entity string matches the pattern
〈GivenName and GivenName FamilyName〉, it is prob-
ably of category C (Left-Copy Separator); and if it matches
the pattern〈CompanyName and CompanyName〉, it
should be assigned to category B (Name External Con-
junction). However, analysis of a reasonably large sam-
ple makes it clear that there are many different cases to be
considered, and the heuristics required are difficult to de-
rive by hand; a significant reason for this is that the names
of people, companies, and locations, as well as other less
common named entity types, may occur in many different
combinations.
Consequently, we decided to view the problem as one of
classification: given a particular instance of the conjunction
and its left and right conjuncts, we want to determine, via
machine learning, which category the conjunction belongs
to.

3. Experiment
3.1. Experimental Setup

The corpus used for our research consisted of a 13460 doc-
ument sub-corpus drawn from a larger corpus of company
announcements from the Australian Stock Exchange. The
documents range in length from 8 to 1000 lines of text.
Choosing training and test examples was carried out in a
number of steps. First, candidate named entity strings con-
taining sequences of words with initial capitals, and an em-
bedded conjunction, were extracted using a Perl script.3

Lowercased determiners (the, a, an) and prepositionof were
also allowed within these strings. This provided over 10924
candidate named entity strings.
Then training and test data sets were chosen from this set
with the Perlrandom() function. We chose 400 exam-
ples for training and 200 examples for evaluation. Figure 1
presents the distribution of examples across the four cate-
gories of conjunction in both data sets.

Data Set A B C D Sum
Training 120 243 16 21 400
Test 62 118 13 7 200

Figure 1: Example distribution in data sets.

Table 2 lists all the 19 tags we used to annotate the tokens.
Some of these, such asLoc, Org, andGivenName, are the
same as used by traditional named entity extractors; there
are also some additional tags that we find useful, such asAl-
phaNum, Dir, andPersDesig. There are also two tags that
come from part-of-speech tagging (Noun andAdj). Some

3We chose only those candidate named entity strings contain-
ing a single occurence of the conjunction& or and.

additional comments are appropriate by way of explanation
of some of the tags:

• Fac (Facility) is intended to cover names of products,
buildings, meeting places, worksites, and similar.

• PersDesig (Person Designator) is used to annotate to-
kens such asMr, Mrs, Ms, Miss, Dr, Prof, Sir, Madam,
Messrs, andJnr.

• CompDesig (Company Designator) is used for those
tokens that unambiguously mark the occurrence of a
company name, such asLtd, Limited, Pty Ltd, GmbH,
andplc; we also use this tag for much longer and not
so obvious multi-word sequences likeInvestments Pty
Ltd, Management Pty Ltd, Corporate Pty Ltd, Asso-
ciates Pty Ltd, Family Trust, Co Limited, Partners,
Partners Limited, Capital Limited, and Capital Pty
Ltd.

• TheCompPos (Position) tag is used to mark the po-
sitions people can occupy within organizations, such
asDirector, Secretary, Manager, Counsel, Managing
Director, Member, Chairman, Chief Executive, Chief
Executive Officer, andCEO, and also for some bodies
within organizations, such asBoardandCommittee.

No Tag Meaning
1 Loc A name of a location
2 Org A name of an organization
3 GivenName A person’s given name
4 FamilyName A person’s family name
5 Fac A facility
6 Initial An initial in the range A-Z
7 CompPos A position within a company
8 Abbrev Abbreviation
9 PersDesig A person designator
10 CompDesig A company designator
11 Son Son(s)
12 Dir A compass direction
13 AlphaNum An alphanumeric expression
14 Day A name of a day
15 Month A name of a month
16 Adj An adjective
17 Noun A noun
18 Of Prepositionof
19 Deter Determinersthe, a, an

Figure 2: The tags used for text annotation.

Since we are using machined learned classifiers we encode
patterns of training and test data. The encoding is done by
creating an attribute for each of the 19 tag types for each
of the left and right sides of a conjunction. The attributes
are of binary type, thus signalling either the presence or
absence of a token of that type on either side.
We also encode with one binary attribute the type of the
conjunction, so the ampersand (& ) and the lexical itemand
are distinguished.
Finally, we use one attribute with values{A,B,C,D} for en-
coding the category of the conjunction, for a total of 40
attributes per instance.



We ran two tests. In the first one we used 39 attributes
and we did not distinguish the type of the conjunction. In
the second test run we used the full encoding. This was to
check how the conjunction separator type can be used to
distinguish the conjunction category.

3.2. Algorithms

The experiment was conducted using the WEKA
toolkit (Witten and Frank, 2005). This provides im-
plementations of several machine learning algorithms,
along with the data structures and code needed to perform
data input and output, data filtering and results evaluations
and presentation.
On the basis of some initial experiments, we chose
the following classifiers: the Multilayer Perceptron and
two tree algorithms, Random Tree and Logistic Model
Trees (Landwehr et al., 2003).
There is a significant difference in the time of execution of
particular algorithms. While the Multilayered Perceptron
requires over two minutes to build the model, the Random
Tree method does it in no more than half of second. LMT
falls between these, with the time equal to about eighty sec-
onds.
Random Tree is a method for constructing a tree that con-
sidersK random features at each tree node. It performs no
pruning of the tree. In our experiment we setK = 1.

3.3. Results

Conjunctions of category B (Name External Conjunction)
were the most frequent in our annotated test data set. This
gives us a baseline for comparison: by choosing the most
frequent category as the default one, we would achieve a
correct classification rate of 59%.
All of the classifiers performed well above this baseline.
Figure 3 presents detailed results for the first test run. We
provide the number of correctly classified examples both
for evaluations made on training and test data sets.

Algorithm Training 400 Test 200
LMT 89.25% 357 80.0% 160
Mult. Perceptron 92.25% 369 82.0% 164
Random Tree 92.25% 369 83.5% 167

Figure 3: Results for the first test run.

Algorithm Training 400 Test 200
LMT 90.00% 360 78.5% 157
Mult. Perceptron 93.25% 373 84% 168
Random Tree 93.75% 375 85.0% 170

Figure 4: Results for the second test run.

The best result in both test runs was obtained with the use of
Random Tree method. This algorithm was also the quickest
one.
Introducing information about the conjunction separator
type turned out to be helpful for two algorithms.
Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix for the best results. We
can see that the biggest contribution to overall misclassifi-
cation was examples of category A which were classified

as category B (ten instances). Both for category C and D
there was only one misclassified test example.

Category Precision Recall F-Measure
A 0.797 0.887 0.84
B 0.891 0.898 0.895
C 1.000 0.538 0.700
D 0.400 0.286 0.333

weighted mean 0.852 0.850 0.845

Figure 5: Detailed accuracy by category of conjunction for
best result.

A B C D → classified as↓
55 12 1 1 A
5 106 4 4 B
0 0 7 0 C
2 0 1 2 D

Figure 6: Confusion matrix for best result.

3.4. Error Analysis

There were eighteen examples that were misclassified by
all three algorithms in the first test run.

3.4.1. Noun-based patterns
Fourteen examples had patterns based on theNoun tag.
We can distinguish two subgroups, equal in the number of
examples. The first subgroup are patterns containing only
Noun tags, like〈Noun & Noun Noun〉. The second sub-
group are patterns built onNoun tags but containing one
additional tag.4 In our experiment these were theOf, Org,
Abbrev andAdj tags.
All of these examples were of a category other than B,
while the models built by the algorithms assigned this cat-
egory to examples consisting of many Nouns.

3.4.2. The〈FamilyName & FamilyName〉 pattern
One would expect that examples of the pattern
〈FamilyName & FamilyName〉 are usually of the
category B (Name External Conjunction). However, in
our domain these are actually category A (Name Internal
Conjunction) in most cases. This is because it happens
quite often that a company name is made by conjunction of
two family names.
In our test data set there was only one example of this pat-
tern that did not express a company name and should be
therefore classified as category B. However, it was wrongly
classified as being of category A.

3.4.3. Long and complicated patterns
Long examples often consist of a large number of different
tag types. For some of these cases, determining the proper
category can be difficult even for humans. In some cases
the solution may lie in a more sophisticated annotation, but
in some cases, such as better annotating, product names,
titles or unusual company names, there do not appear to be
any obvious rules that can be determined on the basis of the

4To be precise, one of these examples contained actually two
tags other thanNoun: Adj andAbb.



tag types. In these cases, we require recourse to semantic
and/or pragmatic knowledge based on the context of use.

4. Processing Model
In the standard model for named entity extraction there is
a software module which takes a document for input, per-
forms some operations on this document, and the output is a
document with information about the occurences of named
entities and their categories.
The internal architecture of this component can be very dif-
ferent from one system to another. It can be organized
as a set of regural expressions written in a formal lan-
guage using some general language processing platform,
like SProUT (described, for example, in (Drożdżyński et
al., 2004)) or GATE (see description in (Cunningham et al.,
2002)). Another common approach is using machine learn-
ing algorithms in order to make the module less domain and
language dependant. This approach was used in all systems
developed for two Conferences on Computational Natural
Language Learning (CoNLL-2002 and CoNLL-2003) – for
detailed description of these systems see the references in
(Sang, 2002; Sang and Meulder, 2003)). Finally, one can
consider hybrid approaches where techniques and methods
from both camps are drawn.
In our processing model, in order to reduce the number of
extraction errors arising from candidate name entity strings
containing conjunctions, we introduce two steps before
the standard processing module for identifying named en-
tities: Component Named Entity Recognition(CNER)
and Conjunction Disambiguation in Named Entities
(CDNE). The task of CNER is to assign preliminary tags
to substrings of candidate name entity strings on both sides
of the concjunction. These tags are essential for the CDNE
step. The CNER component can be implemented using any
of the approaches used in conventional NER work; in par-
ticular, gazetteers are particularly useful here.
In some cases it may happen that already at the stage of
Component Named Entity Recognition we can decide on
the type of the entire candidate name entity string. Con-
sider the stringErnst and Young: if we find this in a com-
panies’ names list, this string can be classified at this step,
and skipped by the subsequent CDNE step.
Conjunction Disambiguation in Named Entities is then im-
plemented as a classification task which, based on the pat-
tern of the candidate name entity string’s parts, decides on
the category of the conjunction. We have shown that this
can be successfully implemented as machine learned clas-
sifier.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
We have analyzed the problem of conjunctions in candidate
named entity strings; we distinguished four categories of
conjunction that appear in these strings, noted that the ap-
propriate disambiguation of these is a problem that requires
attention, and defined the problem as one of classification.
We then conducted an experiment whose aim was to de-
termine whether the problem could be solved by means of
machine learning algorithms.
The results demonstrated here with machine-learned clas-
sifiers are very encouraging. We have also shown that uti-

lizing the information about conjunction separator type can
improve the results of classification.
We have restricted ourselves to candidate named entity
strings which contain a single conjunction; however, there
are of course cases where multiple conjunctions appear.
One category consists of examples likeAudited Balance
Sheet and Profit and Loss Account, where again the kinds
of syntactic ambiguity involved would suggest a more
syntactically-driven approach would be worth considera-
tion. Another category consists of candidate named entity
strings that contain commas as well as lexicalised conjunc-
tions.
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